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Subquarks-Possibly the Most Fundamental Form of Matter

Hidezumi TERAZAWA

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo

Midori-cho, Tanashi, Tokyo 188, Japan

As it stands now, high energy physics may be best expressed in a word,

"lepton-quark physics". There exist at least six leptons and five flavors and

three colors (i = 1,2,3) of quarks, altogether, twenty-one leptons and quarks:

M K

In some models, more leptons and more quarks are expected to be found. It is

now hard to believe that all of these leptons and quarks are elementary. It

seems to me that we must believe the existence of more fundamental particles,

the subquarks, which are building-blocks of these leptons and quarks. In

fact, for the last several years, many subquark models have been proposed and

discussed. In this talk, I would like to discuss some recent progress in

subquark models and to present some important problems for future investiga-

tions. Most of our recent work which I shall present here has been performed

in the collaboration with Dr. Akama.

The subjects which I shall cover in this talk include the following:

1. origin of flavors and colors

2. lepton and quark mass spectra

3. quark mixings

4. lepton and quark magnetic moments

5. leptons and quarks of spin 3/2

6. exotic states of subquarks

7. generation problem

8. grand unification vs. subquarks

9. subquark supergravity vs. subquark pregeometry.

Before going into these individual subjects, let me quickly review what we

proposed in 1976 as a standard of reference.
2)

In our spinor-subquark model, there exist 6+N (N = 1,2,3,•••)

subquarks of spin 1/2,



~\ +l +\
h2 h3

The w.'s (i = 1, 2) form a doublet of the weak isospin of SU(2) and are

called "wakems" as they are related with the weak and ̂ lectromagentic interac-

tions. The h 's (i = 1-N) form a N-plet of the horizontal gauge symmetry of

SU(N)H
 3^ and are called "hakams". The CQ and C.'s (i = 1,2,3) form a singlet

and triplet of color SH(3)_ and are called "chroms". The most suitable charge

assignment for these subquarks is given by Q = ±1/2 for w., Q = 0 for h.,

Q = -1/2 for CQ, and Q - +1/6 for C± (i = 1,2,3), which satisfies the

Nishij ima-Gell-Mann Rule of Q = L + ^ ^ .

All the leptons and quarks are made of three subquarks as

<wlh2C0> -x

v - (w2h2c0)
v
T

h C )

Furthermore, all the gauge bosons as well as the Higgs scalars are also made

of a subquark and an antisubquark as

y L p2 L

= <W2RWL)

The dynamics of subquarks should be the one which effectively reproduces

quantum flavor dynamics (QFD), the Weinberg-Salam gauge theory of

for the electroweak interactions of leptons and quarks and
5)

SU(2)wxU(l),
4)

quantum chromodynamics (QCD),J/ the Yang-Mills gauge theory of SU(3) , for the

strong interaction of quarks. A theory in which a gauge theory appears as an

effective theory is called "pregauge" theory. Our unified spinor-subquark
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model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio-Bjorken type is such an example. The

model not only reproduces the predictions of Georgi and Glashow for the

gauge coupling constants and the Weinberg angle in their grand unification

gauge theory (GUT)

and

f /g2 = # of isodoublets/// of color triplets = 1/2

sin2ew = za3)
Z/ZQ2 $ 3/10,

but also predicts the relations between the masses of the weak bosons, the

Higgs scalar, and the subquarks,

m2 +m2 1 1/2
wi W2

= mzcos6w = G[ \ )

and

mn = 2

m +m
wl W2
2 ±J-m +mw w

1/2

These relations indicate that

/<m2> * 46 GeV and m > (2/v/3)m 2< 92 GGV.

Since the effective masses of wakems are relatively small in this model, it

can be expected that future e e colliding beam experiments may observe the

structures of Z1 and (ww) continuum states just above the peak of Z.

1. origin of flavors and colors

In our subquark model, the flavor and color of a lepton or a quark come

from the isospin, horizontal, and color quantum numbers of constituent

subquarks. Each one of subquarks has only one of these quantum numbers and,

therefore, has only one function. Thus, subquarks are what cannot be or need

not be further divided. They can be the most fundamental form of matter. In

subquark models of the Harari-Shupe type and the Casalbuoni-Gatto type, '

the flavor and colors seem to have no definite meaning at the subquark level

and to appear as certain combinations of subquarks at the lepton-quark level.

It seems to me, however, that the Harari-Shupe subquarks need additional

quantum numbers which specify the order of subquarks. If one compares these



three models as

whC type

v = (w hC_)

I = (w2
hco)

Harari-Shupe type

r2v3,v1v2T3

Casalbuoni-Gatto

= X

= a+X

type

u. = TlT2
V3'TlV2T3'VlT2T3

d. = (w2hCi) e = T lT 2T 3 = aia2a3x,

one can find that they are effectively equivalent to each other at the lepton-

quark level if the relations of

w l C 0 " V 1 V 2 V 3 " *>

"2 W o = TiVi = 4 •
^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i

u u = T T T V U V = h
W2W1 1li2T3VlV2V3 b '

and

COC1C2C3W1W2 " X

hold. A main difference lies in the fact that in our type of models the

usual bosons are 2-body states of a svbquark and an antisubquark while in

models of the Harari-Shupe type they are 4 or 6 body states of subquarks as

+ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _

It seems, therefore, harder to make an effective theory for the lepton and

quark interactions in the latter type of models. Recently, Yasue has proposed

what he calls "subkoma" model, which in a sense combines these two

different types of models. In his model, subquarks are further made of two

or three subkomas as

w1R ( 2L 2R

CQ = (+++) ^ = (+++) C2 - (+++) C3 = (U+).

2. lepton and quark mass spectra

Given a subquark model, what one should do is to explain all the

properties of leptons and quarks. To explain the existing mass spectrum of

leptons and quarks seems to be the most difficult problem since it is directly
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related with the unknown dynamics of subquarks. We must imagin what the

force between subquarks is and how it binds subquarks into a lepton or a

quark. Possible candicates for such a binding force are the following:

1) gravity

Some time ago, Markov proposed an idea of "maximon". Suppose that

particles with the mass of order the Planck mass (G~ ^10 GeV) are bound
1/2 -33

together at the distance of order the Planck length (G VL0 cm). The

binding energy then becomes of order the Planck mass as

-1/2-1/2.1/2 1/2
GNGN GN / GN * GN '

so that the bound state may be very light. That subquarks which may.be as

heavy as the Planck mass are bound by gravity into a lepton or a quark is a

very attractive possibility and can not be discarded.

2) Higgs-exchange force
12)

A similar idea has been proposed by Veltman and Derman. It is the possi-

bility that the force of Higgs scalar exchange binds subquarks which may be

as heavy as the "Fermi mass" (G~ ^300 GeV) into a light lepton or quark
r

since

3) magnetism

Recently, Pati has been advocating magnetism as the origin of subquark

binding. In his picture, subquarks are Dirac's monopoles or Schwinger's

dyons and are bound into a lepton or a quark by the very strong magnetic

force due to the large magnetic charges of subquarks given by the Dirac's

relation

eg/4ir = n/2 (n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • ) •

4) supersymmetric force
14)It seems to me also an attractive possibility that Miyazawa's supersymmetry

is (at least approximately) respected by the subquark dynamics. Suppose

that leptons and quarks are made of a spinor subquark w and a scalar
3.

subquark C . We can then make the supercurrent of subquarks,

If we assume PCSC (partially conserved supercurrent hypothesis), the relation

3 Ps a a - F m 2 fu aa act aa

holds where f, m, and F are a lepton or quark field, the mass, and the decay

constant, respectively. It is very nice to be able to understand qualitative-



ly why leptons and quarks are so light in this picture since they can be taken

as Nambu-Goldstone fermions.

5) subcolor force

The above four possibilities certainly deserve closer investigations. The

fifth possibility of subcolor force seems to become increasingly popular.

Suppose that each subquark has further three subcolor degrees of freedom and

that the interaction of subquarks can be described by QSCD (quantum subchromo-

dynamics), the Yang-Mills gauge theory of SU(3) . It is then natural to
sc

expect that subquarks can make leptons, quarks, and bosons, all of which are

subcolor-singlet states of subquarks as

and

A", B, 4>» G ̂  s.s..

This repetition of QCD at the subquark level looks somewhat absurd but seems

to be one of the most likely possibilities so that it may deserve closest

future investigations.

What does the mass formula for leptons and quarks look like if there is

any mass formula at all? The quantum numbers possessed by a lepton or a quark

include the charge (Q), the weak isospin (I), the baryon and lepton numbers (B

and L), and the "generation number" (n) . The lepton and quark masses miist be

a function of these quantum numbers. A simplest candidate for such mass

formula is given by

m = m Q2|B-L|~3n4 (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) .

This indicates

m m m • ••
v v T
e u

m m m • • •e u T

m m in
u c t

" b • • • • >

0 0 0 ••'

0 1 16 •••

0 12 192 ••<

0 48

which reproduces the lepton and quark masses remarkably well if mfc = 20 GeV.

The n -dependence of Barut who has predicted the fourth charged lepton at
18}

about 9 GeV seems to be ruled out by the recent experiments at PETRA if
there is the fourth charged lepton at all. Some other possibility such as
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a -dependence would be preferable. In any case, to explain the mass spectrum

of leptons and quarks seems to be the most important clue to the subquark

dynamics though it may the hardest.

3. quark mixings
19)

There are two ways to understand why the Cabibbo-GIM-KM quark mixings

occur for the weak charged current. One is the "hakam mixing", which means

that quark mixings are caused by the intrinsic mixings of h. (i = 1,2,'*#,N).

If this is the case, since a h-subquark is shared by a lepton and a quark, the

mixing angles for leptons and quarks would become of the same order of

magnitude. This possibility would become relevant, related with the recent

experimental relevance of possible neutrino oscillation. However, the other
20)

possibility, the possibility of "level mixing", ' is more elegant. A main

point of this idea can be traced back to the following suggestion: The weak

charged current which has been written in terms of hadrons and quarks can be

most fundamentally written in terms of subquarks as

GB- 4 GA- 4

Let us also suppose that the origin of quark (and lepton) generations is

dynamical. In other words, a quark (or lepton) of a higher generation (un or

d for n>l) is considered to be an excited state of its corresponding one of
n

the lowest generation (u or d). Then, the mixing matrix of quarks U can be

defined by the matrix element of the subquark current between the m-th up-like

quark and the n-th down-like quark as

<u Iw.v w-ld > = U u y d
m1 l'u 21 n mn m'u n

An immediate consequence of this picture is that the Cabibbo angle and angles

alike may vary as a function of momentum transfer between quarks.

The algebra of subquark currents includes the familiar commutation

relation of isospin currents,



This relation sandwitched between quark states leads to the unitarity of the

quark mixing matrix, i.e.

UU+ = U+U = 1

if the intermediate states form a complete set as

lu^xuj = 1 and ldj,><dJ = 1-

If the isospin breaking is perturbative, the mixing matrix elements are given

by

<u I H J U > <d |HT|d >
U ft «' I' n + «' I1 n f o r m ^ nU + f o r m ^ n_
mn m -m m, -m,

u u d d
m n n m

This indicates that the mixing matrix element between different generations

decreases as fast as or faster than the inverse of mass difference between the

relevant quarks. This property of the quark mixing matrix as well as the

above mentioned automatic unitarity of it seems to be very natural and can be

taken as a successful consequence of the subquark model. Recently, Akama and
22)

I have explicitly calculated the quark mixing matrix and its momentum

dependence in potential models for the force between subquarks. The results

are perfectly consistent with the experimental data. In short, how to explain

the quark mixings in a subquark model has. become very transparent.

A. lepton and quark magnetic moments
23)

Since Gluck and Lipkin raised the question why the magnetic moments

of leptons and quarks are so close to the Dirac ones if leptons and quarks
24)

have the sub-structure, many detailed theoretical analyses have been jade.

The conclusion is just what is expected: the anomalous magnetic moment (£a)

of a lepton (or quark) due to the sub-structure is, in most cases, proportio-

nal either to the inverse of the subquark mass (M) or to the size of the

lepton (or quark) (L) as

Aa i» — or mL
M

where m is the lepton (or quark) mass. Therefore, there is no problem about

the magnetic moment, provided the subquark mass is sufficiently large or the

lepton (or quark) size is sufficiently small. The result in our "subquark
25)

pregauge" model is
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which gives a lower bound on the subquark mass of M>5 TeV from the comparison

between the experimental and theoretical values for the muon magnetic moment,
—8

Aa < 2xlO~ . For comparison, a crude estimate of the decay rate of vi •* e + y

and the experimental upper bound give a stronger lower bound on the subquark
9

mass of M > sxlO GeV as

r(y->e+y) 2 162Trot3 2 1.1 XLQ7 i n-9, .1__ = e = e _ < io (exp.)

r(v+e+v+v) 3 [G (m +m )M] M (GeV)

where e is of order of unity. In any case, the problem of the magnetic moment

of a lepton (or quark) has turned out to be a source to give a valuable infor-

mation on the subquark mass and the lepton (or quark) size.

5. leptons and quarks of spin 3/2

In any subquark model in which an ordinary lepton or quark of spin 1/2

is made of subquarks, an abnormal lepton or quark of spin 3/2 or higher can

also be made as a different spin configuration of subquarks or as an angular

excited state. There is, however, no indication of existence of such an

abnormal lepton or quark in GeV region. Therefore, such abnormal leptons and

quarks of spin 3/2 or higher, if any, should be much heavier. Why are they

much heavier, then? Is it because a spin-dependent force between subquarks is

extremely strong? It seems quite certain that the absence of such abnormal

leptons and quarks gives some very important information on the subquark
27)

dynamics, 't Hooft and Pati have suggested, according to the so-called

"Veltman theorem", that abnormal leptons and quarks of spin 3/2 or higher do

not exist with the mass much smaller than the inverse of the lepton or quark

size because, if otherwise, renormalizability of the effective theory would

break down. The theorem, although not proved yet, seems to be something like

this: If the mass of a bound state is sufficiently small compared to the

inverse size and if perturbation theory can be applied to the force between

such bound states, an effective theory which can describe the dynamics of the

bound states must be renormalizable. Recently, Weinberg and Witten have

proved two theorems: 1) In all theories with a Lorentz-covariant conserved

current, there cannot exist composite or elementary massless particles with

nonvanishing values of the corresponding charge and with spins higher than

1/2. 2) In all theories with a Lorentz-covariant energy-momentum tensor,



composite as well as elementary massless particles with spins higher than 1

are forbidden. They have also claimed that these theorems remove the problem

of abnormal leptons and quarks of spin 3/2 or higher. Their assumption that

in the absence of electroweak or other perturbations, the lepton and quark

masses would vanish seems to leave some open questions. In any case, further

investigations are necessary to jolve this problem more directly from the

subquark dynamics.

6. exotic states of subquarks

In any subquark models proposed so far, there may appear many unnecessary

(or unknown) fermions and bosons due to exotic combinations of subquarks. It

is necessary to explain why all of these exotic states of subquarks have

masses much larger than GeV. It is a dynamical problem and, therefore, hard

in general. Suppose that the subquark dynamics is described by QSCD. It seems
29)

then promising to solve the bound-state problem in a lattice gauge theory

of QSCD. It seems no longer necessary to take the lattice as a technical tool.

Suppose that the lattice constant a is extremely small, say of order the
1/2 —33

Planck length (G "v. 10 cm) . Then, it does not seems to have any contra-

diction. It is not necessary to take the limit of a-K). I would like to

consider the lattice as physical. In any case, one can analyze the subquark

dynamics in QSCD by making use of all the techniques developed in QCD. In

fact, Nussinov has recently insisted the effectiveness of the 1/N expansion

in QSCD of SU(N).

7. generation problem

Possible candicates for the origins of lepton and quark generations can

be classified into 1) hakams, 2) dynamical excitations, 3) combinations, and

4) others. In 1), there exist a priori hakams, the subquarks with quantum
3)

numbers of the horizontal gauge symmetry. ' In 2), as discussed in 3, leptons

and quarks of the second or higher generation are some dynamical (e.g. rad_al)

excitation of the corresponding leptons and quarks of the first generation,

which are the ground states. In 3), there are two or more independent states
31)

of subquarks which have the same quantum numbers for leptons and quarks.

We should test these different possibilities one by one in detail, by finding

whether the mass spectrum of leptons and quarks discussed in 2 and the quark

mixings discussed in 3 can be explained quantitatively there.
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8. grand unification vs. subquarks

In a grand unified gauge theory, the grand unification of all the

lepton and quark interactions is expected to occur at energy of order 10 GeV

where the strong and electroweak interactions would have the same strength.

If the mass scale of subquarks is larger than 10 GeV, subquarks will appear

after the grand unification. In this case, both grand unification and

subquarks will meet a peaceful co-existence. Moreover, the case where the

mass scale of subquarks is of order the Planck mass or even larger is the

most preferable since subquarks would then appear after the supergrand unifi-

cation of the strong and electroweak interactions with gravity. If it is

below 10 GeV, the idea of grand unification seems to be an illusion. Even

in this case, however, it is yet possible that some recent results calculated
32)

in grand unification theories (GUT's) for the proton decay, etc., may
remain to be approximately valid if GUT can be taken as an effective theory.

9. subquark supergravity vs. subquark pregeometry
33)

As is well known, the SO(8) supergravity as a best candidate for the

supergrand unification theory (SGUT) has a difficulty that the multiplets of

spin 1/2 and spin 1 contained in the theory are too small to accomodate
+ 34)

known fundamental fermions and bosons such as u and W~. Salam has suggest-

ed that the difficulty may be overcome if such fermions and bosons that can

not be accomodated may be taken as composites of subquarks. Successively,
35)

Curtwright and Freund have proposed the extended supergravity model of

SU(8) in which the fundamental octet contains a doublet of wakems, a triplet

of hakams, and a triplet of chroms as

If this SU(8) model works, it will indicate the triumph of "subquark super-

gravity", the supergrand unification in terms of subquarks.

In the above subquark supergravity, the graviton is elementary although

gauge bosons as well as leptons and quarks are composites of subquarks.

Akama and I have proposed a model of "subquark pregeometry" in which the

graviton is also a composite of a subquark-antisubquark pair. The composite-

ness of the graviton was first suggested by Sakharov in 1967 in his
37)pregeometry that the Einstein's gravity is a quantum effect of matter.

The graviton is taken as a collective excitation of matter fields. If the

gauge bosons and Higgs scalars as well as leptons and quarks are all

composites of subquarks as in our subquark model, why not is the graviton



also a composite of them. Everything is made of subquarks and every force is

due to them. But, is it possible? The answer is affirmative. In fact, we

have demonstrated in a simple subquark model of pregauge and pregeometry that

the Yang-Mills gauge theory and the Einstein's general relativity for leptons

and quarks can be effectively reproduced by the subquark dynamics as follows:

L = w[ekl\k(iDu+X
aAa)-M]w + gpv3 C+3VC - p

2C+C

+ fwC + C wf + c_ - c<gV AaAa - c.ff

•* L g f f = T^-T: R - - S K K F

+ f [ e k l \ k ( i D + e | - Aa) - m]f + •••

with F a = 3 Aa - 3 Aa + ef a b cAbA c .

UV U V V U U V

This model indicates that there must exist the short-distance cutoff at about

the Planck length,

A"1 * G1/2,

and that the Newtonian gravitational constant G and the gauge coupling

constant are related with each other as

e 2 * 1/fcn (1/G).

Both of these confirm the old conjecture made by Landau in 1955. The model

also suggests that the photon has an extremely small but non-vanishing mass.
39) -25

The present experimental upper bound on the photon mass is 6x10 GeV.

How to improve the upper bound or to detect the possible minute photon mass

is an important future problem.

In conclusion, as I have discussed in this talk, a few of the fundamental

problems in subquark models have been solved, but most of them still remain

to be solved. I believe that subquarks are there and working. Much more

efforts would be needed before finding the true theory of subquarks, which

may be the final theory in physics.
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